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• ABSTRACT

An attempt is made here to model the complex re
sistivity effect which is utilized in the geophysical ex
ploration for disseminated sulphide mineralization. A model 
of a hypothetical mineral grain is developed and the complex 
resistivity of a medium loaded with such grains is studied. 
First, guasistatic electrical conditions are assumed, so 
that the problem can be solved using potential fields. The 
equations are developed in spheroidal coordinates; however, 
a uniform non-confocal grain surface impedance is used that 
does not allow a closed-form solution to the problem. There 
fore, approximate solutions are obtained using numerical 
techniques written in FORTRAN. Sample calculations of com
plex, frequency dependent resistivities of av- hypothetical 
pyrite ore are presented. These calculations are based on 
experimentally determined surface impedance data for pyrite, 
taken from the literature.

x



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The induced polarization method has been important 
in mineral exploration ever since its development for use in 
the exploration for disseminated sulphide deposits by the 
Jerome group of Newmont Exploration during the late 1950's 
(Brant, 1981)« It was known that ground resistivities 
measured over certain disseminated sulphide deposits dis
played a prominent, highly frequency dependent behavior„
This was extremely interesting since such deposits can not 
be detected by most other geophysical exploration techniques. 
It was also known that clay minerals and certain other 
ploarizable earth materials displayed an IP response indis
tinguishable from the metallic luster mineral response - 
this source of "noise" became known by some as the normal, 
or background polarization, effect.

The interpretation of IP data has always been a 
somewhat qualitative and empirically based process due in 
part to the lack of an adequate electrochemical explanation 
for the origin of the effect. Although electrode polariza
tion processes were associated with the metallic luster IP 
response, quantitative models explaining the frequency de
pendent electrochemical behavior of the ground in terms of

1
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these processes did not exist. Also, the relatively limited 
information about apparent frequency dispersion in IP data 
discouraged quantitative analyses of the data in these terms.

However, recent advances in instrumentation and 
electronics have made it feasible to measure ground resis
tivities over a wide frequency band (typically .01-100 Hz.). 
This extension of measuring the IP phenomenon is called the 
complex resistivity method (CR method). Much recent work 
has been done attempting to model the IP effect while uti
lizing the additional phase information available in CR data 
(WOng, 1979? Wait, 1982? Wong and Strangway, 1982). It must 
be noted that Wait (1959) provided a quasi-static model for 
the frequency dispersive resistivity that has been the basis 
for many other models in attempting to explain the CR re
sponse of disseminated metallic mineral deposits. This 
paper is an attempt to provide another such model following 
Wait's approach.

Complex Resistivity
• The complex resistivity method, of which the induced 

polarization method is a special case, is an extension of 
the resistivity technique. In the resistivity technique, a 
current is inj ected into the ground between a pair of cur
rent electrodes, and a voltage is measured between a pair 
of potential measuring electrodes. A schematic representa
tion of the resistivity technique is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The resistivity technique: side and plan views.
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The potential ip for a single source injecting current into 
a uniform, isotropic half-space is

iMr,p) = ^  (1 = 1)

2which satisfies Laplace's equation V  ip =  0 _ everywhere ex
cept at the source. The voltage drop, or potential differ
ence V, between a pair of measuring electrodes is given as

V = 1_
11

1
r 12

(1 .2)

where the r\^ represent the locations of the potential 
electrodes with respect to the current electrodes.

For a non-homogeneous half-space, (1.2) becomes

V = (1.3)

where Pa is defined as the apparent (or measured) resis
tivity. It is related to the distribution of true resis
tivities in the half-space by

Pa
2ir ̂  (rll' P W  (r21 'P)-^ (r12, p} (r22
I 1 _1 _ ___1____1 _ +

rll r12 r21 r22
where ip ( r ^ ^ , p )  is the solution to Laplace's equation

(1.4)
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satisfying the true resistivity distribution p in the 
halfspace.

In employing the resistivity technique on the ground, 
one finds that the resistivities of the insitu rocks are much 
lower than those of rocks taken into the lab, which are in
variably dried out before analysis. This is because rock 
in place is always permeable due to cracks, fractures, or 
inherent intergranular porosity. Additionally, and most 
importantly, insitu rock is water saturated; that is, the 
pore space is filled with water containing dissolved ionic 
salts derived from the rock. In fact, ion mobility in the 
contained electrolyte through the connected pore-space of 
the rock is the dominant mode of electrical current con
duction in the ground.

This electrolytic conduction in rock leads to an in
teresting effect. Suppose that a time-varying current is 
injected into the ground with a frequency low enough such 
that Laplace’s equation is still upheld to a reasonable 
degree. This occurs when

d << X

where X is the effective electromagnetic wavelength in 
the ground (X is on the order of tens of kilometers for 
this problem), and d is a significant geometrical param
eter in the problem, such as the dipole spacing (Wait, 1982).
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Then, under these quasi-static conditions, equation (1.3) 
still applies as does the whole formulation of resistivity 
theory. The difference is that the relationship between the 
injected current and the measured potential becomes

V(iw) (iw)I(iw)l ^ r —  
rll

] .

Now there is a complex apparent resistivity, or conductivity, 
that is a function of the frequency w , since

pa <lM) = 3-ftrrcl

The above description of the complex resistivity 
(CR) effect is referred to here as the frequency domain 
formulation. An equivalent description of the effect, termed 
here the time-domain formulation, is as follows: if a cur
rent pulse is injected into the ground, the measured po
tential will be seen to decay slowly toward zero over a 
period of tens of seconds from its initial peak value at the 
cessation of the pulse. In effect, the ground behaves in a 
fashion roughly analogous to a capacitor - the current pulse 
charges it and it subsequently discharges over time. This 
time-domain response v(t) is related to the frequency- 
domain response V (ito) by the Laplace transform
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V(ioj)
pCO
e la)tv (t)dt.

J 0

The chargeable nature of the medium implies that a 
process of charge separation, or polarization, occurs during 
the flow of an externally supplied current. When a con
ductive medium undergoes polarization, the separation of 
charges sets up a secondary electric field called the polar
ization field adding to or subtracting from the applied 
field during and after polarization. The apparent conduc
tivity of the medium is dependent on the net value of the 
electric field for a constant current density, by Ohm's law. 
Due to the time dependent nature of the polarization process, 
there is a phase lag between the applied field and the 
polarization field. This introduces a imaginary term in 
the apparent conductivity. Thus, a polarization mechanism 
is implied by a complex, frequency dependent conductivity. 
Therefore, the physical explanation of the IP (or CR) effect 
will be found in the mechanisms of polarization that occur 
during electrolytic conduction in pores in rocks when 
certain kinds of mineralization are present.

The actual processes of electrical polarization are 
found to occur at the microscopic level in the electrolyte 
filled pores at the grain, and pore interfaces.

Thus, on the: macroscopic level (i.e., on the scale 
of the measuring apparatus), the complex resistivity effect
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is a consequence of the frequency dispersive natures of the 
restivities of the medium. On the microscopic level, the 
effect is a consequence of electrolytic polarization effects 
at pore wall and mineral grain interfaces. Naturally, models 
yielding the macroscopic response in terms of the microscopic 
phenomena are desirable

An analysis of the electrochemical charge separation 
effects around small resistive spheres has been done recently 
(Chew and Sen, 1982). The analysis of a collection of such 
spheres in a more conductive ambient medium would constitute 
a model for the CR response of clay bearing ground. A com
monly used model for the CR response of disseminated ore de
posits consists of a uniform dispersion of conductive spheres 
in a less conductive medium. The frequency dispersive 
charge separation effects at the grain interfaces can be 
included explicitly in the model by undertaking a rigorous 
analysis of the electrochemisty of the metallic grain in
terface (Wong, 1979). Alternatively, these effects can be 
included implicitly in the model by specifying an electrical 
impedance boundary condition at the grain interface (Wait, 
1959). In both approaches, the macroscopic conductivity of 
the media is given in terms of a potential theory formula
tion. The advantage of the latter approach is that it is 
inherently more general - this point will be elaborated on 
further on in this paper.
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A more realistic model of a disseminated metallic 

mineralization would be one allowing elongated or flattened 
particles. This gives the Capability to incorporate rock 
texture into the model. Wong has extended his electrochem
ical analysis to such a model (Wong and Strangway, 1980), 
but his theoretical development has been criticized on the 
grounds that higher order coupling in the solution is 
ignored (Wait, 1983a). The numerical results of this paper 
tend to support such criticism, as will be elaborated on 
later. Wait has extended his analysis to such a model also, 
(Wait, 1983a) but in order to allow a closed form in the 
solution, a Special angular form for the surficial impedance 
boundary condition is used. A numerical comparison of this 
model to the model developed here is presented later on.

Following Wait's (1983a) model, an attempt is made 
here to describe the effective complex resistivity of a dis
seminated ore in terms of a dispersion of spheroidal con
ducting particles in a less conducting medium. However, 
instead of an interfacial impedance with a special angular 
dependence, a uniform independence boundary condition is 
used, as would be expected from electrochemical arguments. 
Since the resulting expressions have no closed form solution, 
a numerical study is undertaken. Note that in the appendix 
to his 1983a paper, "Complex conductivity of disseminated
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spheroidal ore grains", Wait acknowledges, the limitations 
of an angularly dependent surface impedance and proposes 
the coupled approach pursued here.



CHAPTER 2

ELECTROCHEMISTRY AT THE 
MINERAL ! ,GRAIN BOUNDARY

A short description of electrical conduction in 
rocks in terms of electrochemistry is presented, A short 
analysis of the electrochemistry at the metallic grain/rock 
pore fluid interface is undertaken, in order to justify the 
concept of a uniform impedance boundary condition. Various 
descriptors for this impedance are presented.

Charge Separation Effects in 
Rock-Electrolyte Systems

An electrolytic solution is a partially ionized solu
tion containing a collection of positively charged cations 
and negatively charged anions. In an overall sense, the 
electrolyte is viewed as being in equilibrium - that is, as 
a whole the solution is electrically neutral, so that

p — ep - en = 0

where p and n are the concentrations of anions and 
cations, e is the unit electrical charge, and p is the 
net charge. (Here single valences have been assumed for 
all ionic species.) Net movement of charged ions - current 
flow - can occur when an electrical field E is applied

11
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across the medium or when the ionic concentrations p and 
n are perturbed. The respective cationic and anionic flux 
densities and Jn are given by Ficke's first law as

Jp = -DVp + upE (2.1)

J = -DVn - ynE (2.2)n

where D is the diffusivity constant and y is the elec
trical mobility- The first term on the right describes the 
diffusion of ions under a concentration perturbation and 
the second, the migration of ions under the effect of an 
electric field. Note that for a uniform external field ap
plied to an electrolyte initially at equilibrium, charge 
flow is describe exclusively by the migration term since 
there is no initial concentration gradient.

Taking the divergence of (2.1) and (2.2) yields the
source or sink of the flux - the accumulation of charge with
time:

so that,

H - ' • s p

- Dy^p - yV » (pE) (2.3)
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(2.4)

which is Ficke's second law (Brockris and Reddy, 1973). The 
electric potential $ is related to the local net charge as

at any point in the electrolyte, since E = -V<j>. if there 
is no initial gradient in the ionic concentrations when an 
external electric field is applied, these reduce to

away from the source of the electric field. Thus, no charge 
will accumulate and be stored.

mechanisms are present that provide such gradients, and 
thus allow the accumulation of charge in their vicinity 
when a field is applied. When the external field is removed, 
the accumulation is discharged in a relaxation process that 
will give rise to an induced polarization effect. These 
gradients are a result of the fact that charge separation 
occurs spontaneously in the electrolytic pore fluid along a

V24> = - |(p - n) (2.5)

= ypV2cf> = 0

•ĵr = -ynV2<j> = 0

However, in the rock-electrolyte system several
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solid interface due to a variety of mechanisms. To a first 
approximation, this bound layer of charge behaves as a simple 
capacitor when subjected to an external electric field. The 
accumulation of charge around a rock particle is such that 
an electric dipole is induced in it; this is the origin of 
the name 'Induced Polarization'. The discharge of this di*- 
pole for a resistive rock particle to a first approximation 
can be described as a simple exponential decay with a single, 
real, distinct time constant of decay. This form of be
havior in collections of dielectric particles is known as 
the Maxwell-Wagner effect. However, for most particle 
sizes, the relaxation is very rapid and not observable in 
the frequency range of interest for Complex Resistivity 
(Hasted, 1973) (. 01-1000 H ) .

However, it has been observed that collections of 
very small, resistive particles, such as clays (alumino
silicates typically occing in sizes approximately 10  ̂m 
diameter), display a large IP response in the frequency 
range of interest. A "dielectric enhancement" mechanism, 
due to surface conduction in the electrochemical double 
layer, that results in a very large induced dipole moment 
in the particle at low frequencies, has been suggested as 
the cause of this response (Chew and Sen, 1982). A collec
tion of such particles in an electrolyte behaves like an RC- 
circuit with a very high capacitance, and thus a relaxation
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at very low frequencies. The relaxation is not describable 
as a single, distinct relaxation as in the Maxwell-Wagner 
model but it is characterized by a distribution of time con
st an sts whose form is strongly dependent on the particle 
size. In other words, wet ground containing at least some 
clay gives a strong IP response - that is, it has a fre
quency dispersive resistivity in the range of .01 - lOOOH^• 
Obviously, from the point of view of exploration needs, this 
is not desirable and it is in fact one of the major sources 
of trouble in the technique of CR. . This "noise", commonly 
referred to as the normal effect, or background polariza
tion, seems to be traceable largely to the IP response of 
clays, although some other mechanisms have been proposed 
(see Summer,1976).

Fortunately, an additional mechanism occurs at the 
interface of grains of certain ore minerals that causes an
IP response usually larger than even the response of idlay

■

particles. Briefly, if the particle is highly conductive 
(with respect to the pore solution), and there are species of 
ions -present in the electrolyte with which the grain is chem
ically reactive, a redox reaction occurs across the grain in
terface during the charging and discharging process. This 
redox reaction constitutes a leakage current that in effect, 
shunts the equivalent capacitance of the interfacial charge 
separation. Thus the rate or time constant of the discharge
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of the induced dipole is no longer controlled by this capci- 
tance of the interface as it is in the Maxwell-Wagner model. 
Instead it becomes a complicated function of the diffusion 
rate of the reactive ionic species in the neighborhood of 
the grain, and of the reaction rate of fhe associated redox 
reaction. An effect of this is that large dipole moments 
are induced even in large particles in the frequency range 
of interest, resulting in a large IP response. A closer 
look at the metallic grain-electrolyte interface is 
informative.

Charge Transfer at the 
Metal/Electrolyte Boundary

Here it is assumed that an ore mineral grain can be 
modeled as a metallic conducting particle, while the rock 
matrix is described as an electrolyte by virtue of the con
duction in the fluid field pores. As indicated in Table 1, 
the conductivities of semi-conducting sulphide ore minerals
exceed those of common stock types by factors of at least 

2 310 -10 . Thus it seems reasonable to assume that a wet rock 
of sufficient porosity will behave as an electrolytic solu
tion. There will be many ionic species present, but only a 
very few will be active with respect to chemical reactions 
taking place on the grain surfaces of the target mineral.
For example, Ahgoran and Madden. (1977) note that only the 
Cu cations and S anions had measurable activity in
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17

Sample mineral vs. rock conductivities (Talford, 
1976).

Mineral
Conductivity

.mhos.
1 m ; Rock Condu ctivity

Chalcocite 45 x 10 Granite prophyry 3xl0“3-lxl0-6
Chalocopyrite io4 Feldspar prophyry 2.5xl0-4
Pyrite 10° Diorite prophyry 5xl0”4-3.5xl0"5
Galena 5 x IQ2 Schists

...... -- - --- *—
5xl0"2-10"4

measurements that included tests of other cationic species 
that would be present in a copper/iron sulphide ore system. 
Thus it seems reasonable to use a model of a single active 
species electrolyte for the rock pore fluid.

For a metal particle immersed in such an electrolyte, 
there is a continuous process of charge transfer across the 
interface occurring even at equilibrium conditions. A two 
way reaction occurs across the interface that cancels itself 
out:

A+ + e" D

where A+ refers to the cationic species, and D to the 
metal atoms at the electrode surface (Brockris and Reddy,
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1973). This is referred to as an electronation-deelectorn- 
ation equilibrium. An equal current i^, called the 
equilibrium exchange current, is associated with each re- 
action; ig is described by a Boltzman equation such that

i* = ek„ne <:L-B)eA*e/kT, i0 .= ek+pe-6eA*e/kT

where k., k are the forward and backward reaction rates,
4*p and n are the concentrations of A and D, 8 is a 

symmetry factor (taken as ^ hereafter), A$e is the 
equilibrium potential associated with the interface, k is 
Boltzman's constant, and T is the absolute temperature 
(Brockris and Reddy, 1973). No net current flows across the 
interface at equilibrium.

Although the interface taken as a whole at equilib
rium is neutral, the distribution of currents causes a cer
tain charge structure. The redistribution of charge on the 
electrylite side of the interface sets up a plane of. charge 
a short distance away. This plane of charge induces an 
image plane in the conductor of opposite polarity. The 
structure is referred to as the double layer, and is 
illustrated in Figure 2.

Thus, any metal/electrolyte boundary becomes polar
ized. The position of closest approach of non-adsorped 
cations is termed the Outer Helmohltz Plane (OHP). The
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metal

metal
boundary

OHP
<- <D + 

Q +l9 +

<- (b + iQ + 
j) -h
I
I___ I I_

c +

electrolyte 

. © +

interphase
region

Figure 2. Representation of the electrochemical double 
layer and plot of the equilibrium potential.
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charge balancing the image charge in the metal does not all 
lie in the OHP, but some it is diffused into the bulk elec-? 
trolyte. This region is the Gouy-Chapman.diffuse layer. 
However, most of the potential drop occurs between the 
electrode and Outer Helmholtz Plane. We see that this 
structure will behave as a capacitor with dielectric con
stant affected by oriented water dipoles between the OHP 
and the electrode. Values for the dielectric constant of 
this region as high as 80 have been noted for this region. 
(Water dipoles shown as arrows in Figure 2.) However, the 
structure will behave as a leaky capacitor, due to the 
property of exchange currents mentioned before. For time 
varying currents, the capacitive property of the interface 
will allow passage of displacement currents, termed the non- 
faradaic path. Generally, for conductive particles the non- 
faradaic path contribution is insiginificaht in the frequency 
range of interest for CR.

.

Net Charge Transfer at the Interface 
Up until now, we have assumed the equilibrium con

ditions prevail - that is, that no net current crosses the 
interface. A net charge transfer, or net reaction current 
flow - termed the faradaic path, may occur if either there 
is a perturbation in the concentration of ionic species in 
the interphase region, or if an excess or "overpotential" n
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is applied across the interphase region. This excess current 
is described by the Butler-Volmer equation (Brockris and 
Reddy, 1973) ,

where i^ and . i® are the forward and backward equilibrium
reaction currents. For small overpotentials (low applied

en v . t , eri ___, en .current density) , such that exP ̂ 2kT̂  1 +
©T1-* 1 - this equation becomes

en
2kT' exp (■ 2kT

4(1 + # 4(i 2kT (2.6)

Note that this is the usual assumption that the IP 
response is linear with the applied E-field for low current 
densities. If we assume that the equilibrium potential 
is insignificant compared to the applied overpotential n , 
and that the forward and backward reaction rates are 
identical k+ R, then

4  = eKP

ig = eKn

and (2.6), the net leakage current, becomes
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i = eK [ (p - n) + (p + n) „

It is. seen that the thickness of the double layer 
-9(10 m) is small compared to the radius of a typical mineral 

—2 — 5grain (TO -10 m ) . Thus the metallic mineral grain can be 
treated as a planar, one-dimensional electrode with respect 
to interactions within the double layer, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.

With this geometry, in the frequency domain, with a 
time factor of e^^^ (i.e., sinusoidally varying fields),
equations (2.3) , (2.4) , and (2.5) become

:j  ■ -
- n) , (2.7)

lwp = D— ^ - U ^ ^  - p p f  I- (2,8)
3x

run = D— j + ^3X 9x^ dx 3x + yn9x2'
(2.9)

Solutions to these electrokinetic equations can be obtained 
under appropriate boundary conditions, of which one is that 
the potential V is zero on the metallic grain. Then the 
overpotential across t he.interface is just V U ).
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OHP
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boundary-^ /
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of / Z
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Figure 3. Planar mode of the mineral grain/pore fluid 
interface.
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The Surface Impedance
Now, a complete description of the double layer and 

its electrochemistry (that is, the Faradaic path) is given 
by a frequency dependent impedance - that is, the ratio of 
the potential drop across the interface to the leakage 
current:

z (to) 1
ek V(X)_______

(p-n) + (p+n)
(2.10)

It is seen that this frequency dependent impedance is also 
dependent on the reaction rate K, and the diffusivity D 
and the mobility \i, via equations (2.8) and (2.9).

Note that this is the point of departure of Wong's 
(1979) analysis from the analysis being done here. In 
Wong's paper, the electrochemistry is not reduced to a 
planar surficial impedance; rather, direct solutions to the 
electrokinetic equations in spherical coordinates are sought 
in order to provide an expression for the frequency de
pendent dipole moment of the metallic particle. Wong and 
Strangway extend this analysis to the spheroidal particle.

The surface impedance defined in Equation (2.10) has 
been found to be well described empirically as a "Warburg 
impedance", where

Z (to) Z00 Z (jl)
. (iaijn

(2.11)
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where is an empirically determined, impedance param
eter, and n varies between ^ and ^ (Olhoeft, 1982). 

is defined as

Zm = lim Z(m).C0->oo

Olhoeft recently measured surface impedance data of
various sulphide minerals and fit the data with this model<

2For pyrite, at 1 micro-amp per cm'", he gives the result
n 2D o  m The sur-

2
n = Y' R = . 95360 • m 2 , and Z^ = 1.7 931 —  j y 2

sec
ficial impedance plot for this example is shown in Figure 4.

A slightly more general formulation for the surface 
inpedance is (Wait, 1983)

Z (to) + (Z, s u it (itOT)'
(2.12)

where

Z = lim Z (to)
V C  tô O

and t is the empirically determined time constant of the 
relaxation.

In both these forms for the surface impedance, a 
frequency dependence of n = best describes a system in
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r 9oo

-750

—  600

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4. Warburg model fit of pyrite surface impedance 
data (Olhoeft, 1982).
A - magnitude 
B - phase.

arg Z 
(mrad)
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which the controlling or limiting factor is the diffusion 
rate of the active chemical species to and from the mineral 
grain interface (Wong, 1979). If it is necessary to allow 
n < ^ in order to fit the data, some other rate-limiting 
process is assumed to be operating.

Mathematically, the Warburg formation represents a 
continuous distribution of relaxations that is symmetric on 
a log basis. A more general empirical form for the surface 
impedance is

Z(co) = + (ZDc
pCO2 ) £(T)dx

00, A+icor J 0

where

CO
f (T)dT = 1.

•’0

f(t ) is a generalized function describing the 
distribution of time constants (Wait, 1983c).



CHAPTER 3

THE SPHEROIDAL MINERAL GRAIN

In this chapter, a model for a hypothetical ore 
mineral grain is developed, Laplace's equation is solved 
for a single conductive spheroidal particle imbedded in a 
uniform, homogeneous medium in order to derive its dipole 
moment. The particle is given a uniform impedance boundary 
condition representative of the thin, film-like double 
layer. Since this is a non-confocal boundary condition, 
no closed form solution exists. Therefore, a numerical 
solution is obtained.

1 .
Assumptions of Model

1. Laplace's equation holds on both sides of the 
interface region. This is justified because the effective 
media wavelengths.are much greater than the magnitudes of 
the distances in the model in the frequency range of in
terest (10  ̂ to 10^).

2. The pertinent electrochemistry is adequately 
represented. This was discussed in Chapter 2. The elec- 
torchemical effects are included in the uniform impedance 
boundary condition. This impedance can be defined electro
chemical ly by Equation (2.10), empirically as a Warburg

28
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as a Warburg impedance using equations (2.11) or (2.12), or
numerically by using some form of interface impedance data.

3. The complex resistivity response is linear with
respect to the applied field. The basis for this assumption
was discussed in Chapter 2. By convention, a linear response
is assumed for current densities on the order of 1 micro-amp. 

2per cm or less (Summer, 1976).

Analysis
The ore particle is represented by a spheroid whose 

surface is defined, in cylindrical coordinates, by

c2 (n2-i) c V
1.

Figure 5'' shows the relationship between spheroidal (n / 6, <f>) 
and cylindrical (r,z ,<t>) coordinates. The transformation 
from spheroidal to cylindrical coordinates is defined as

r = c[ (1 - 62) (n2 - M ) ] 1/2, 

z = cn6,

<t> =

where c is the semi-focal distance defined as
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( p 4 >  

3 = -i

Figure 5 The prolate spheroidal coordinate system.
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G == Cb2 - a2)1/2
31

and where b is the radius along the major axis of the 
spheroid, and a is radius along the minor axis.

The radial coordinate n ranges from +1 to 00, 
the angular coordinate 6 from - 1 to +1, and of course 
4> from 0 to 2i t . Note that the spheroid is axially 
summetric. A particular spheroidal surface is defined 
using radial coordinate n and semi-focal length c, 
where

D 1/2

c = a (x 1)1/2

Here, the spheroidicity x is defined as the ratio b/a. 
Note that b = a defines a sphere, b > a, a prolate 
spheroid (see Figure 6), and b < a, an oblate spheroid.

The metrical coefficients in spheroidal coordinates 
are given by

hn
(n2- 62)1/2
(n2- i ) ^ 2

F
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Eaxial

transverse

V2$=o

Figure 6. Prolate spheroidal model of a metallic mineral 
grain.
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h6>
_(n2-62)1/2 
(1-.62)1/2 '

h = c [1 - 82)(n2 - 1)]1/2.(p

First the solution for a prolate spheroid is analyzed 
(a "football" shape that tends to a needle in the limit 
b >> a, illustrated in Figure 6). The oblate spheroidal 
case (which tends toward a flat disk in the limit b << a) 
can be treated as an analytical continuation to the prolate 
spheroidal geometry., as indicated below.

The electric potential 0 must satisfy Laplace’s 
equation in spheroidal coordinates both inside and outside 
of the spheroid. Note that the form of the solution will 
depend on the angle 0 subtended by the primary field E 
and the axis of the spheroid. It is evident that any in- 
cident field E can be represented as a linear superposition 
of an axial and a.••transverse field such that

axialE

gtrans

E qCOs $,

Egsin q .

Then the complete solution for the potential will be
a linear superposition of the potential due to the

Taxial incident field with the potential $ due to the
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transverse incident field, such that

The general solutions to Laplace’s equation in 
prolate spheroidal coordinates can be found in many texts 
on Mathematical physics, such as Arfken (1970). The general 
solution is

Im»nXm n (,1>Zm n |S>e
im<f>

where

Xm n (n) = APn (r,) + ^ ( n ) , 1 < n < .«,

Z(6) = A'P®(6) + B'Q™(6), -1 < 6 < +1„

and Q™ are defined as the Associated Legendre 
polynomials of the first and second kind> respectively, of 
order m and degree n. Since Q ™ (s) is singular at —1,

nm pn (6>

is the proper functional dependence. Due to the electro
static nature of the problem and the nature of the
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excitation, only the odd harmonics of n are required, from 
considerations of symmetry. Inside the spheroid,

cp” (n)

since Qm (n) is singular at n = 1. It is found that ordern
m is 0 for axial incident solutions, and m is 1 for 
transverse incident solutions. Thus the general solution is

CO
- . = l [A p™(n) + B Q™(n)]-P™(6)cos m(j)u _ q n n ii ii iin~JL f

outside the spheroid? and

00

= 1 C P^(n)p”J(6)cos m<|>

inside the spheroid, where m = 1 for the transverse pri
mary fields, and m = 0 for the axial primary fields. The 
complete solution outside the spheroid is

0 + 00O'

Boundary Conditions
First we require that the derivative of the poten

tial exterior to the spheroid with respect to the coordinate 
n approach Eg as n -> °°; (i.e. , the potential is

a
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unperturbed far from the spheroid)

” ^ E0 as n ^

For the axial case this is true when 6 = —1. Since Q (n)- 
= 0 as n we have

(Note that 

Then

E0 = - I 4 =i . 3 > P”
2 2 1/2

i (n -6 ) ^ 1
c (n2-!)1^2 c

since - 6 ly - as n 00.)

since
(n)

“ 9n

9P 3P,
l (Al + A3 T T  + A 5 W  +

Therefore it must be that A _ , A- , » e
= 0 for a finite E q , and so, the general axial solution 
outside the spheroid becomes

> = AP (n)Pi(5) + l B Q (n)Pn0 1 1  m=l,3, n n n
(6)

where A = -cE.
The same result for the constant A and the same 

reformulation of the general solution holds for the trans
verse incident case, so that
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m 00
$ = AP^(n)P™(6) cos mcj) + l B Q™(n)P™(6)cos (3.1)
U •L ■L n=l,3, n n n

For the rest of the derivation only the prolate 
spheroidal case is handled explicitly.

Continuity of normal current density is required at 
n = rig, the surface of the spheroid; thus at n = Hq :

-Outside -inside

Using Ohm's Law, this is equivalent to

a 1 9n

where 0^ is the conductivity of the spheroidal grain, and 
0 is the conductivity of the surrounding media. This 
condition yields

gAP™(n0)P™(6)

where

^(no> n=n,

Multiplying both sides of 
integer, and integrating over -1

P ™ (6) , where k is an 
< 6 < +1 one obtains
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P n (5)pk (5)ds = ctPT (iio )"'-1 J
P™(6)P^(6)d6

+ °ZBnO™(r,0) Pn (5)Pk (5)d5e

The orthoganility of the Associated Legendre polynomials 
requires that,

2 (k+m)1 k = n+1 2k+l (k-m)!'
P^(6)P™(6)di =J-l n K

0, k ^ n

so that

a c Pm (n ) 2 (k+m) ii V k ^ O ^ k + l  (k-m) I aAP™ (n0) 2 (k+m)Ir
2k+l (k-m)II,k

aBkQk ( n )
2 (k+m)i

2k+l (k-m)1 *

Solving C yields

a Q k (r]0 ) 

1 Pk % )
3, (3.2)

where 6^ ^ is the Kroneker delta function.
Now the condition that the potential drop at the 

grain interface be proportional to the normal current flow
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is invoked, thus defining the concept of a surface im
pedance Z (ioo). The impedance is independent of the angular 
coordinate 6, since it represents a thin coating of uni
form thickness. Note that this is the point of departure 
from Wait's (1983a) model. Ohm's Law yields

— ZJ,

where the interfacial normal current flow is given by

0

The boundary condition is thus

i )1//2 a t0
2.1/2 9n '

Applying this to (3.1) yields

This is now multiplied by (&) and integrated over 5 
from -1 to +1 . to give
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0 )

II
«

(N O ■ 1 ) V 2

k^k v 0J

[< " ' o )al.k + Z B„6n<T'o)an,kn—X y O y

(3.3)
]

where

an,k
2k+l
2

(k-m) I 
(k+m)l j

+1 P™(S)p“ (<5)d5 
-1 . (t1̂ “82)1/2

(3.4)

where k = l , 3 ,  ... .
Combining equations (3.3) and (3.4) to eliminate C

yields.

‘ ■f 3 Bn°n<a0)an,k + W (3.5)

where

oz0 (T'0-1)1/2
a(x -1)

Am / \
Fk = 7 7  Pk (rlo)7E7-57 ■ Qk (n0H  

1 pk (T10)

fk ~ (1 " ^ )PT (n0),Sl,k-

Note that for grains of infinite conductivity, such
that a  «  a . , F, , f, reduce to
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Fk = -Qk (no’

£,. = P?<n„)61 v 'O' l,k”

where

Equation (3.5) can b

" « $ v  - ari ^3a3,l
"m ® m
Qlal,3 Q3a3,3

°!al,n

(3.6)

i X . i

QX ,  n

”Bi ^ T ai,i + fifi

B3 "P3ai y3
b = ° y = o

B -Pma ,nn n 1'

° °
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The solution for the coefficients of the potential are 
obtained by solving the 1 linear system, defined by ;<3 .;6>, 
such that

= i (Bv B3' --)T = M'1 ° y-

It is obvious that the coefficients are a function 
fo the spheroidal surface coordinate rig. But it is noted 
that since £2 is a function of the particle size a, the 
spheroidicity sc, the impedance Z , and the media con
ductivity a (for ou •> co) f the coefficients of the po
tential will also depend on these parameters. Also, since 
Z has an imaginary part, the linear system to be solved 
is complex valued and the coefficients of the potential will 
be complex.

Oblate Spheroidal Case
Equation (3.5) covers the solution for the case of 

the prolate spheroid. For the case of an oblate spheroidal 
particle, where the major axis b becomes less than the 
minor axis a, the spheroidal corrdinate n becomes 
imaginary. Thus equation (3.5) becomes complex and Legendre 
functions of complex argument must be evaluated. Note how
ever the transformation of variables from prolate to oblate 
spheroidal coordinates:
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prolate oblate
n ^ i 1 n |
c -> i 1 c 1
A -i |a |
fi •> -fl
an,k ^ "ian,k'

2k+l (k-m)1f1 P™(6)P™(6)d6
2 (k+m ) ! J (n^ 2)1/2

and for odd a :

i!m[P™( |n|)]

9n<i> RelQ™(i|ri|)3

ilm[P™(i|n I )]

Re[Q™(i|n|)]

Substituting these into (3.5) and multiplying out 
the i's yields

B
3 ,

n»5™(i|n0|)Bn-k + BkaFk]

= - ReP™(i|no|)aljk + afk (3.7)
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where

a = a(»2-1)

Note that these are real parameters. The same algorithm
used to evaluate (3.5) can be used to evaluate (3.7) since 
(3.7) retains the form of (3.5).

The Dipole Moment Formulation
The final potential outside the spheroid is given by

equation (3.1) where the coefficients are given by (3.6).
2 2 1/2(Note once again that A = -c E q = - |.b - a | z Eg). How

ever, it is apparent that the value of the potential is de
sired only at distances from the spheroid that are large 
compared to its dimensions (i.e., R >> a and b). The 
potential can be expressed succinctly in this asymptotic 
limit in cylindrical coordinates, as follows: The behavior
of Q ™ (n) for large argument h, upon making this 
transformation, is

Q™ (n) -*■ (— 1)m ni (n+m) i 2n 
(2n+l)!nn+1
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Q-l (n)
2c

3R2 ' Qi * - 3n2 * :
2=2
3R2 "

Q3 (ri) -> 2 ' 2e4
03 * - 8 + 8c4435n 4 135R 35n2 35R4

So only the n = 1 term will contribute signifi
cantly to the secondary potential at distances R >> a and 
b. This term is a dipole term and represents the fact that 
at distances R >> a and b, the coated spheroid behaves 
as an induced dipole in the primary field E q . Thus 
equation (3.1) is now written

$m - AP™(n)P™(6)cos m(fi + (n)P™(6)cos m(f).

Since A = -c E q , and since in the limit

p^ln) = R/c, (n) = R/c

pi (S> = z/R, p J(5) = z/R

this equation becomes

c?Bi i -ZEq + EgZ^-g- ^

for an- axially incident E q , and
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-r cos <j>E0 r cos (J)E.
2 c3B1 x
3 A p-

for a transversely incident
notations .axial v „ ^transverse

Note a slight change in 
E,'0 O' 0 " “ O’

It is useful to nomalize the dipole terms of these
equations with respect to the dipole moment of a sphere of 
equivalent volume. The potential of a generalized, in
finitesimal dipole in cylindrical coordinates is given by

$ = Pz
4-iTCTR3

where p is the dipole moment. Setting this equal to the 
dipole term of the. axially excited spheroid yields

Pz
4TTOR3

c3B
E0Z3 A

1 1

which reduces to.

^spheroid - 4/37rcE0c3 - ^ s p h e t o i d a ^ 0 ^  IT

where vSpheroid (v°lume of a spheroid) is equal to 
24 / 3 - n a b. The dipole moment of a sphere is given by

^ sphere 47rcrE0a V sphere3aE0"
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Thus the ratio of the dipole moments of the spheroid and 
sphere of equal volumes is.

Pspheroid _ ^spheroid Bi
P ~  ' " : “27 A 27 Tsphere sphere a b a b

(3.8)

The normalized dipole moment for a spheroid under 
transverse excitation is easily shown to be

M =
3a2b

(3.9)

Thus the equations for the potential can be . 
rewritten as

$ — -Eftz + E na bM— (3.10 
0 u ir

I = -Enr cos $ t E nr cos <j) a2bM (3.11)U U R-3/

Referring to Figure 6, the potential for a field 
incident at angle 6 is

2 2
$ = -En [z cos 9(1 - 5, ^ 1) + r cos $  sin 6 (1 (3.12)

u RJ I T

Here, the solution for a sphere, such that b = a, 
is noted, (Wait, 1983a). The potential is



where

M s
1-A
1+2A'

Note that the normalized dipole moment for a coated 
sphere is expressed in closed form whereas this is not 
possible for a spheroid.

Numerical Analysis
The numerical calculation for the normalized axial

dipole moments M for spheroids of various spheroidicities
x are presented in Figures 7 and 8. Note that for these
calculations, the surface coating parameter has been given
a phase angle of 100 mrad. Note also that the x-axis repre-

2 1/3sents a normalized impedance coating parameter (a b) ' /aZ. 
This parameter is proportional to the volume of the 
spheroidal particle. Therefore, for a particular value of 
this parameter the dipole moments for spheroids of equal 
volumes are compared. The calculation for the spherical 
case (x = 1) was done, but not plotted, because it is in
distinguishable from the curve for x = 1.1 at this scale.

The evaluation of M for a particular coating 
parameter and spheroidicity is done by directly evaluating
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17.5 -i

12.5 -

10.0 —

V  7 . 5 -

5.0 —

2.5 -

X=1.1

0.0 —

-2.50 -1.25 0.00

Log (a2b)1/3/aZ

Figure 7. The magnitude of the normalized axial dipole
moment of spheroids of various spheroidicities 
vs. the impedance coating parameter.
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• 1Q-

0.00-2.50 -1.25

Figure 8. The phase of the normalized axial dipole moment 
of spheriods of various spheroidicities (for 
arg Z = 100 mrad.; dashed line is -arg M ) .
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equation (3.6) for the coefficient B^/A and by substituting 
this into equation (3.8). The principle numerical diffi
culties in evaluating (3.6) are found to be evaluating the 
various Legendre functions, the coupling parameters a^ 
and.solving the complex linear system defined by (3.6). The 
first two problems are handled in Appendices A and B, 
respectively.

In principle, the dimension n of the linear system 
must be taken to infinity to get a completely accurate 
solution for the coefficients B^/A. But, as was just shown 
only the first coefficient B^/A - which represents the 
dipole term - is of interest. So the question is, what 
dimension n is needed to yield an accurate approximation 
of the first coefficient? It seems that a linear system of 
at least dimension n = 4 must be solved in order to yield 
an accurate answer. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the con
vergence as a percent deviation of the solutions of the 
n = 1, 2, and 3 linear systems from the solution to the 
n = 4 linear system, for a particle of spheroidicity 
x = 10. The convergence for particles with lower spheroid
icities will be faster, as an analysis of the matrix defined 
in equations (3.6) reveals. The maximum error in the n = 4 
curve, with respect to the n = 5 curve, was found to"be 
well below 1%. Completely ignoring the coupling to higher 
orders is represented by the n = 1 curve. Obviously this
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t~\ i ' i \ i \

— 10 —

Log a/aZ

Figure 9. The convergence of the normalized axial dipole 
moment as a function of the dimension of the 
linear system solved in equation (3.6).
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-15 -
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The convergence of the phase of the normalized 
axial dipole moment as a function of the dimen
sion of the linear system solved (arg Z = 100 
mrad.).

Figure 10.
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approach would lead to gross errors in the calculated di
pole moment of the spheroid. This is the point of. criticism 
with Wong and Strangway1s (1982) theoretical development; 
they make just this approximation in their electrochemical 
analysis of the induced dipole moment of a conducting 
spheroid.

The normalized dipole moments calculated with the 
n = 4 system were compared to the analogous normalized 
dipole moments M calculated using Wait's (1983a) model.
In this study, the axial normalized dipole moment for a 
prolate spheroid of infinite conductivity is given as

M 1 1-A
3 L— (L—1) A

where

and where L is the same axial depolarization factor defined 
in Chapter 3 of this thesis.

The normalized dipole moments calculated from Wait's 
model are illustrated in Figures 11 and 12. Figure 13 
illustrates the percent variation of Wait's model from the 
uniform impedance model illustrated in Figures 7 and 8 . It 
must be emphasized.that the only difference between the two
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Log (a2b)1/3aZ

Figure 11. The phase of the normalized axial dipole moment 
for various spheroidicities calculated from 
Wait's (1983a) confocal model (where arg Z = 100 
mrad.; dashed line is -arg M ) .
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x -1.1

• Log (a2b)1/3/aZ

Figure 12. The magnitude of the normalized axial dipole 
moment for various spheroidicities calculated 
from Wait’s (1983a) confocal model (where 
arg Z = 100 mrad.).
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Figure 13. A comparison of the calculated normalized axial 
dipole vs. Wait's (1983a) model (arg Z = 100 
mrad.).
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models being compared is that Wait assumes a special angular 
form for the impedance coating in order to obtain the above 
concise result, whereas a uniform impedance coating is used 
here. The surface impedances in the two models are identical 
at the equator of the particle (such that angular spheroidal 
coordinate 6 = 0), while the impedance in Wait's model 
decreases as

Z (6) = V l  - 62 (1 - 1/x2) 

so that at the poles of the particle

Z (—1) ~ —Z.

Thus it is evident that the axial dipole moment 
calculated from Wait's model will vary from the dipole 
moment calculated in the uniform inpedance model more than 
the transverse dipole moment will vary. As Figure 13 shows, 
the difference in the approaches, at least for axial inci
dence, is significant, especially at high spheroidicities.



CHAPTER 4

THE EFFECTIVE COMPLEX RESISTIVITY:

A model of an ore-bearing rock as a distribution of 
small conductive spheroidal particles with an axially 
aligned or a random orientation is considered. The mixture 
is subjected to a uniform external electric field and by 
analyzing the resulting induced dipole moments in the 
particles, expressions for the overall complex, frequency 
dependent resistivity of the medium are derived.

Assumptions of Model
1. This is a valid model for an ore-bearing rock.

In a real rock, the disseminated mineral grains are partly 
imbedded in highly resistive rock matrix and partly exposed 
to electrolyte filled pore space. Since the conducting path 
in a rock is dominantly through the pore space, such that 
the measured resistivity of a rock is actually the resist
ivity of the fluid filled pores, we give this value to the 
medium conductivity a in the model (Figure 6). Now al
though only a certain fraction of the surface area of a 
typical mineral grain is exposed to the pore fluid, we assume 
that on the average, the overall response of the.model is

59
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identical to a rock in which all the grains are completely 
exposed but where the total number of grains.! is less.

2. The loading particles are perfectly conductive. 
The validity of this assumption was discussed in Chapter 2 
(see Table 1).

Complex Conductivity of Effective Media 
The solution for the potential of an uncoated 

spheroid of infinite conductivity in a uniform electric 
field is given exactly by equations (3.10) and (3.11), where

g 3p (n )
M becomes —— «— — --- — for axial incidence,

3a bQ1 (n0)
c V cOq ) _

M becomes ~ •■■■■;--- —  = M^,. for transverse incidence.
3a (Oq )

For an uncoated spheroid of zero conductivity

c3P i < VM becomes — =--------  = M
3a^bQ1 (n0)
c3i];(n0)

M becomes — %— ----- = M_.
3a^bQj;(n0) 0

It is easily shown (Wait, 1983a) that the solution 
for an uncoated spheroid of some finite conductivity 
in a medium of conductivity o is given by the same . 
potential formulation where
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M becomes M = M
1-cr/a.

03 aMc
1

aiM o

l-a/a1
"3 L— (L—1-) o / o ^ (axial case) (4.1)

where L is the depolarization factor, which is dependent 
only on the eccentricity of the spheroid, and is given as

For transverse incidence

M becomes 3M
• 1-Cf/CT.

L-(L-l)o / a1 M 0"Mc»
(4.2)

The depolarization factors are defined explicitly as follows:

L = (1 n2) (i n . n+ix
2 ^  nrI ) /

/k 2-1 prolate case
L = (1 - L)/2

L = (y2 + 1)(1 - y cot 1y) , y = — —
A ? oblate case.

L = (1 - L)/2

The depolarization factors are plotted in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. The axial (L) and transverse (L) depolariza
tion factors.
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Now, an arbitrarily large reference spheroid is set 

up (see Figure 15) which contains a uniform distribution of 
a large number of coated spheriodal particles, with the con
straint that the total combined volume of these is a small 
fraction of the reference spheroid volume. The normalized 
dipole moments of the individual loading particles are de
scribed by equations (3.8) and (3.9), in part I of the 
analysis, and the overall dipole moment of the reference 
spheroid is described using equation (4.1)

1-cr/a

3Me - Le-(Le-l)a75; <4'3)

where Le is the depolarization factor of the reference 
spheroid, and is the average effective conductivity
of the reference spheroid.

The dipole moments of the reference spheroid and the 
individual loading spheroids are related by Maxwell's 
mixing law (Wait, 1983b), which for a spherical reference 
volume loaded with spherical particles, has the following 
derivation:

The potential of the reference sphere along R is 
given by equation (3.10) as

a3
<f>e = -E0R(1 ~ " f VR



particle (radius a)referencevolume

a (locally)
.ae( average within refer

ence volume)

Figure 15 Geometry for the Maxwell Loading law.
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where ae is the diameter of the reference sphere. The sum 
of the potentials of the loading spheres is

= — E qR(i ? 4 v-i=i r I  s

Now at sufficiently large distances such that -*■' R 
and cos 0^ -»■ 1, the potential becomes

* = -E0R(1 -

Equating and <j> and solving for yields,

vMs f (4.4)

where v is the ratio of the volumes of the loading parti- 
cales to the volume of the reference sphere, v is referred 
to as the volume loading. The effective conductivity is 
given by (4.3) so that

- c e a[l +
3M

____ §__]1-3L M J e e
ff[l +

3vM-— ] 1-vM J s
(4.5)

Note that in this case, the effective conductivity is 
isotropic.

In the general case of a spheroidal reference volume 
(see Figure 16) enclosing a set of spheroidal particles
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X '=x cos#
y'=y
z'=z cos#

Figure 16. Geometry for the Generalized Maxwell Loading 
law.
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whose common axis makes an angle <J> with reference axis z, 
the resulting effective conductivity is fully anisotropic.

For an electric field applied along the z-axis, the 
potential of the reference spheroid along the z-axis is

aeb
*e - - V a  - -p-Me>

where is the effective axial dipole moment. The po
tential of the loading particles is given as (also along 
the z-axis)

2 2
<i> = -En [z ' cos (}) (1 - Na_bM ) + z ' sin (j) (1 = — ] .

z"3 zJ

In terms of the unprimed coordinate system this is,

2 2
(J) = -E [z coŝ cj) (1 - + z sin^^(l - Na, a

Z 2

Equating and simplifying yields

2 - 2Me = v (M cos (j) + M sin 4>) (4.6)

3Me
° e  = atl + l-3LeMe]•

and thus
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Similar expressions can be developed for the other

two orthogonal directions yielding for the conductivity
in the x direction.such that

— 2 — 2 —M = v(M sin cf) + M cos a = a [1 + ----} (4.7)
e e 1-L Me e

and a*, the conductivity in the y direction, such that

3M*
M* = vM, a *  = cr[l + --- 3^— ] . (4.8)
e e 1-3L M*e e

Note that equals a* when angle (p goes to zero,
yielding radial isotropy. '

The conductivity will also be isotropic with respect 
to the radial direction of the reference spheroid for a 
randomly oriented distribution of loading particles. The 
expressions for the effective dipole moments for such 
distributions are

which are intuitively obvious from symmetry. Note that 
random particle loading with a spherical reference volume 
yields a fully isotropic effective conductivity.

Me = |M + (4.9)

(4.10)
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Thus, a disseminated ore deposit with elongated or 

flattened mineralization can be modeled. Equations for the 
effective conductivities for aligned and random partical 
orientations have been presented. Note that a partially 
aligned distribution can be represented by the superposition 
of random distribution with an aligned distribution, The 
physical significance of having a speroidal reference volume 
is as follows: the spheroidicity of the reference volume
de-emphasizes (prolate case) or emphasizes (oblate case) the 
effective conductivity in the direction of the reference 
axis: thus, a particle distribution that is sparser or denser 
along the axial direction of the enclosing volume can be 
represented. When angle <j> is zero, the axes of the refer
ence volume and the particles are colinear. This case 
models a formerly isotropic medium that has undergone un- 
axial extension or compression; the spheroidicities of the 
particles and the reference volume would be identical to 
each other, and to the strain spheroid describing the de
formation, Allowing an angle <j> greater than zero might be 
useful in describing certain rock textures not soley 
dependent on the deformation.

Higher Volume Loadings.
Equations (4,6)-(4,10) for the effective conductivi

ties are only valid for small volume loadings where the 
total effective dipole moment is a simple function of the
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sum of the constituative dipole moments. For higher volume 
loadings however, the contribution of the interaction of 
the multipole moments of the constitutive particles becomes 
significant. Therefore the simple Maxwell approach is no 
longer valid. In fact, any analytical approach in terms of 
these multipole interactions becomes extremely complicated.

An empirical approach to deal with higher volume 
loadings can be used - the Maxwell-Bruggeman approach - in 
which the effective conductivities are recalculated each 
time as the volume loading is incrementally increased (see 
Figure 17). This technique has been successfully used to 
calculate the permitivities of various aqueous dielectrics. 
(The permitivity problem has an equivalent formulation - see 
Hasted (1973).)

First (4.4) is written, for an initial loading v, 
as

VMe (cre) = (vp + v o)Me (ae) = VpM(a)

since v = V^/V, where V is the volume of the reference 
spheroid and is the volume of the loading particles.
Thus

V = Vp + V 0

where V q is the volume of the ambient medium within the
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Maxwell-Bruggeman Model

0 0 0 0 U 0 n r
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 „ - 9 - T - d .  0 0
0 0 / 0  1 0 1 0 > \ 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 f 0 1 ^ 0
0 d m o 1 0  1 ! / 0
0 0 \ 0 1 0 1 0 I/O 0
0 0 0"-9- - » <  0 0
0 0 0 0 0 o 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Alternate Approach

I 0 I 0 I 0 li
'.I 0 I 0 • 0 •

O H I O

reference
volume

c - initial loading 
•  - incremental loading

Figure 17. Comparison of Bruggeman loading vs. approach 
defined in equation (4.13) (where 4> = 0) .
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reference volume. Now the absolute volume loading i s ‘ 
incremented by dV^ yielding

(V + dV + V. - dV )M (er + do. ) = V M(o) + dV^M(oa).. p  P  u  p e e  e  p  p  e

Note that the total absolute volume has remained 
constant and that the incremental dipole moment contribution 
is evaluated as if the ambient conductivity within the 
reference volume were o^. Subtracting these equations 
yields '

Me(°e + " W  = v+vf"'e'p 0
V V

But noting that dv = d )  ------— ^dV implies that
V o  (Vp+V0)2 P

(W  1 - v

then

M e (ae + d a e } ~ “e ^ e 1 = dMe = I^FM(ae) (4.11)

Consider an infinite medium with an initial loading v of 
particles yielding an initial effective conductivity of o' . 
Then a reference sphere is set up containing an incremetal
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loading dv. The incremental effective dipole moment is 
given by (4.3) as

(o +da )-a e e e da
JMv/r —  J" ^  c  c  -L 6

e 3 L ,+da_)“ (L “l)a ^ 3 a 
“  0  ©  . 0  0  0

and equation (4.11) becomes

(4.12)

This is the Maxwel1-Bruggeman equation. Note that the ef
fective conductivity does not depend on the shape of the 
reference volume in this formulation.

Another approach, which does take into account the 
shape of the reference,volume, and thus enables modeling of 
anisotropic particle distributions, is developed here.
First a reference volume in a background medium of conduc
tivity a is taken to an initial volume loading v. The 
loading within the spheroid is then incremented by dv, 
while the surrounding medium is left at conductivity a.
The incremental effective dipole moment is found by using 
equation (4.3) in (4.11)

1 (ae+dcfe)"a
dMe = Me (ae + <Jae) " W  " J  iTTa W o  )-(L -l)a

(ae-a)
e e e e 

ada
3 = 3 [Leae- (L^ija] 3
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and equation (4.11) becomes

add 3dv,
[Leae~(Lg-lic]

Finally, the formulations for higher volume loadings 
analogous to equations (4.6)- (4.10) are

e _ 3^ e ae“ (Le~1)a]
dv
da

a(1-v)

e = 3 ^ e ° e ~ ilje ~ 1 ) a l
a (1—v )

da* [l a*™(L —l)a]__§. = 3 _ e e ea(1-v)

for aligned particles, and

e _ 3^ e ae” (Le"1)a]
dv

da

a(1-v)

[L a - (L -l)a]e _ 2 “ e e e
a (1-v)

2 - 2 [M (a^) cos <f> + M (a^) sin <j>] (4.13)

-[M (a^) sin̂ c() + M (a^)cos^^] (4.14)

M(a*) (4.15)

-[iM(ae) + |M(ae)] (4.16)

:
-[iM(ae) + |M(ae)] (4.17)

for randomly oriented particles. This alternate approach is 
contrasted with the Maxwel1-Bruggeman approach in Figure 17.

Approximation of the Normalized 
Dipole Moment

These equations can be easily evaluated numerically 
using a technique such as the Runga-Kutta Method, with the
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initial condition that o  =  a at v = 0. Note however
that it is necessary to re-evaluate the normalized dipole 
moments of the coated spheroid (M and M) for each in
crement in the integration process. (Since a new value of 
for is calculated at each step.) Note also that the
value of never diverges far from its initial value a.
This is a consequence of the fact that the loading particles 
behave in a resistive fashion with respect to the surrounding 
medium due to their impedance coatings. Therefore, an ap
proximate analytic expression for M(o^) as a perturbation 
of M(a) for a ^  close to a is developed. Such an ex
pression would save much computer time in the numerical 
integration for the effective conductivity and would allow 
(in principle) the analytic solutions to the integrals to 
be obtained.

for other values £2 + A£2, in terms of M(£2,x). Note that . 
£2 is the impedance coating parameter defined in equation 
(3.5). First we limit this approximation to loading parti
cles of infinite conductivity. We write the dipole moment 
of a coated spheroid in a form similar to that of an 
uncoated spheroid:

e

Specifically, we would like to represent

M  =  M  (£2, x) , fl =  — *-7 —
az0
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(4.18)

where o is the ambient medium conductivity, L is the 
depolarization factor of the spheroid, and B is an arbi

(hopefully) only on the eccentricity of the spheroid. In 
other words, we are attempting a separation of variables 
such that the dipole moment of a spheroid of coating 
parameter fi + Afi, and the same spheriodicity would be 
given by

trary "conductivity function". k  (oc) is a factor dependent

3M (f2 + Afi,x)=:- l-.g/B (fl+Aft)
L= (l—Ii) ct/B (fi+Afi)

where

B (ft +; Aft) = (ft+Aft)a 
K (x )

Solving (4,18) for k (x ) yields

k (x') = ft- 1-3LM (ft,x)
1-3(L-l)M (fi,x)

and combining terms and simplifying yields

3M (ft + Aft,x) = 1 (4.19)T , r (ft+Aft) 1-3 (L-l)M (ft,X ) _ n-l" 
lj+L ft 1-3LM (ft ,x ) J
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Now this reduces to

M (£2 + Afi ,x) = M (fi ,x) for AU = 0

as it should. The question is, how accurate is this formula 
for Afi not equal to zero. Suprisingly, as Figure 18 shows, 
it yields an accurate answer in a fairly wide neighborhood 
about £2, for an example where x — 10, and fi — 1.005 
with a phase angle of 100 mrads.

To put this in the context of the higher volume 
mixing laws, it is seen that (4.16) can be written as an 
explicit expression for dipole moment as is varied s

3M (ce ,x)
L+[ c 1

since

£2 = a (x -1)

and

£2 + A £2 a (x2-l)

where

l-3LM(g,x) 
u 1-3 (L-l)M(a,x) *
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+3n

+2 -

+ 1  -

- i -

-2 -

- ft/2 0
Aft

Figure 18. The convergence of equation (4.19) in the 
neighborhood of coating parameter ft.
|ft| = 1.005 
arg ft = 100 mrad.
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v .

Now equation (4.12) can be written

d0e _ lLs V (V 1)c:|2r a-°eC 2,
dv “ a(l-v) laL+a C(l-L)co 9e •

c-o C 2
+ ----- • ■■ sin^] (4.20)

aL+a C(l-L) e

where

r _ l-3LM(o,x)
1-3 (L-l)M(o,x) '

1-3IM (g f x) 
1-3(L-l)M(a,x)

(4.21)

Equations (4.13)-(4.14) can be written in a similar fashion. 
The Maxwell-Bruggeman equation now becomes

o-tgC
1—v crL+ae (1—L )

or

L + _ Z l L
a~a9 C V

0
dv ' 
1-v1

which yields

°e L
(V >  1

a~Cq . 
a“Coe

1
1—V *

Note that this equation cannot be solved explicitly for 
its value must be obtained using a numerical root-finding
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technique. Therefore, there is little advantage in the 
analytic integration over the numerical integration in terms 
of its utility. The analytic solutions to the integrals of 
equation (4.20) and the related equations can be obtained, 
but they are very complex algebraicly.

Numerical Analysis
A numerical calculation was done comparing the 

axial complex conductivities (inverse resistivities), as a 
function of volume, predicted by the various mixing laws 
(Maxwell-equation (4.5), Maxwell-Bruggeman-equation (4.12), 
and equation (4.20)). A spherical reference volume (Le = 
so that the results of (4.5) and (4.20) would be compatible 
to those of the Maxwel1-Bruggeman law, which does not in
clude the shape factor of a reference volume in its formula
tion. Other parameters were; a (particle size) = .001m;
a (background conductivity) = . OOS-fo?--; x (spheroidicity)

2= 10; Z (surface impedance) = IQ ° m with a phase angle of
100 mrad. Equations (4.12) and (4.20) were solved numeric

irtlically using the 4 order Runga-Kutta technique with a
step size of .005. As Figure 19 illustrates, the Maxwell 
loading law is inadequate above a volume loading of .05, 
in this example. The Maxwell-Bruggeman approach and equation 
(4.20) yield nearly similar results as would be expected in 
this case. However, if a spheroidal reference volume were

pH I CO
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.025-

.020-

.015-

. 000.

Figure 19. The effective conductivity vs. volume loading.
A - Maxwell approach 
B - Maxwell-Bruggeman approach 
C - Equation (4.20)
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used in equation (4.20), there would be a significant 
difference in the results.

The final numerical calculations done involved 
modeling the axial and transverse complex resistivities vs. 
frequency of a "typical" disseminated pyrite ore. The basic 
model consisted of a volume loading of 5% of perfectly con
ducting prolate spheroidal particles of spheroidicity 
x = 5, and minor axis a = 1 mm. The host medium con
ductivity was . 005^2£. The surf icial impedance used was 
experimentally determined result for pyrite obtained by 
01hoeft (1982), illustrated in Figure 4. All calculations 
were performed in FORTRAN according to the algorithm in 
Appendix C. Three sets of calculations were performeds in 
the first (Figures 20 and 21), the minor axis a is 
varied (i.e. , the particle size); in the second (Figures 
22 and 23), the volume loading v is varied? and in the 
third, the spheroidicity ratio x of the particles is 
varied (Figures 24 and 25).

Note that increasing the particle size depresses the 
peak in the phase angle toward a lower frequency. This is 
consistent with Wong and Strangway's (1982) result, in at 
least a qualitative sense. Note that in this example, in
creasing either the particle size, the particle spheroidicity 
or the volume loading of particles, tends to increase the
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Axial

Transverse
1.1 -

0.9-

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 20. The magnitudes of the effective axial and trans
verse resistivities for various particle sizes.
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Transverse100-

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 21. The phase-shifts of the effective axial and
transverse resitivities for various particle
sizes.
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Figure 22. The magnitudes of the effective axial and
transverse resistivities for various volume 
loadings.
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Figure 23. The phase-shifts of the effective axial and 
transverse resistivities for various volume 
loadings.
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Figure 24. The magnitudes of the effective axial and

transverse resistivities for particles of
various spheroidicities.
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X=1.1
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0
10-3 10*2 10'1 10° 101 210 10 3

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 25. The phase-shifts of the effective axial and
transverse resistivities for particles of
various spheroidicities.
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the maximum phase angle and the variation in the magnitude 
of the resistivity.

Note that for all of these examples the magnitude of 
the calculated effective resistivity pe is higher than 
the initial value Pq over most of the frequency range.
This implies that even though the particles are perfectly 
conducting, the impedance coating causes them to behave as 
resistive particles. However, increasing either the par
ticle size, the volume loading, or the spheroidicity tends 
to push them into the zone of conductive behavior.

Note that the quantity plotted is the effective 
resistivity normalized with respect to the initial back

ground resistivity (Pq/P q = Oj/'0 e ^ °



CONCLUDING REMARKS

The model presented here represents an attempt at 
a complete description of the observed complex resistivity 
effect of disseminated ores in terms of the electrochemical 
surface impedance of the constituent ore minerals. A per
tinent point is that the electrochemistry is completely 
represented in this surface impedance parameter. An ad
vantage of this formulation is that surface impedance data 
measured in the lab can be directly incorporated into the 
model, thus avoiding complicated analyses of the electro- 
kinetic equations in an attempt to model this electro
chemistry.

The numerical results presented indicate that the 
texture (the shapes or orientations of the grains) of an 
ore-bearing rock is an important parameter in the complex 
resistivity response. The results agree with Wong and 
Strangway1s (1982) results, at least in a qualitative sense 
The specifics of the behavior of the calculated effective 
resistivities vs. frequency for variations in the volume 
loading, the spheroidicity, and the particle size are 
presented at the end of Chapter 5. However, one of the

CHAPTER 5 '

90



important results is reiterated; the frequency of the peak 
phase angle (i.e. , the relaxation time) of the resistivity 
is seen to vary inversely with the mineral grain size.
This result is in agreement with Wong's (1979) model and 
with experimentally measured results cited by Wong at the 
end of this paper (Collet, 1959; Grisseman, 1971). Also 
the primary (albeit obvious) result is noted; that aligned 
spheroidal particles result at once in an axially symmetric 
anisotropic resistivity that is less in the axial direction 
than it is in the transverse direction.

It is possible to think of the theory presented here 
as a forward linear model, where the system input is the 
surface impedance as a function of frequency of a specific 
mineral, and the system output is the resistivity as a 
function of frequency of a rock bearing such mineral grains. 
Theoretically, the inverse process could be applied so that 
the surface impedance function is obtained from the measured 
resistivity. Since different ore minerals have unique sur
face impedance functions (at least in the lab), this in
verse process constitutes a means of specific mineral 
identification. However, the inversion of the forward model 
presented here could prove to be quite a task. Additionally, 
any such scheme (not to mention the forward model presented 
in this paper) would depend on the validity of the assump
tion of a linear response. It was stated in Chapter 2 that

91
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this is upheld at very low current densities. However,
Wait (1983c) has pointed out that for particles of high 
spheroidicity (i.e., rods or needles) under axial excita
tion, augmentation of the electric field occurs at the 
particle tips. This would lead to locally high current 
densities at the tips and thus to a breakdown of linearity. 
Of course, the whole formulation of this model would then 
be invalid.

A quantitative comparison to experimentally de
termined data is needed in order to judge the validity of 
the model presented in this paper. Such a comparison could 
be done by first measuring the complex resistivity as a 
function of frequency or a real or artificial disseminated 
ore sample. Then by doing a thin section analysis, the 
sizes, shapes, and orientations of the ore grains would be 
determined, as well as the volume loading. The surface 
impedance function of the ore mineral species present in 
the sample could be obtained from electrolysis cell measure
ments or from the literature (e.g., Olhoeft, 1982). The 
model presented in this thesis, with all these parameters 
incorporated, would then be used to predict the expected 
complex resistivity function, which could then be compared 
to the experimentally determined result. Such a study would 
be the only real test of the validity of this model.



APPENDIX A

NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF an,k

For prolate spheroidal coordinates, 
defined as

an,k was

n.k
■2k+l (k-m)1 

2 (k+rti) 1
P^(6)P™(6)d6

■

Numerical evaluation of this integral becomes quite 
time-consuming (in terms of computer time) as n, k 7 
or more due to the oscillatory nature of the integrand; 
therefore, a more efficient scheme is desired. First the 
axial case is analyzed, where m = 0.

The solution to the following integral is desired:

+1 Pn (6)Pk (6)d6 
-1 (r,2-<s2)l/2

From the definition of Legendre Polynomials (Arfken, 1970)

Pn <6)
1/2 (n-1)

l a 6
r=0

n-2r

ar = (-l)r ^ (2n-2r)! (A. 1)
2 (r i) (n-r) 1 (n-2 r) l
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(it is noted here again that n is always odd in this 
problem). If the following definition is made

Pk (6> = 1/2 ? ™ 1)bg6k-2s,
K s=0 S

bs - -(-i)8 ^ — (2k~2s)!
2 '(si) (k-s)1(k-2s)1

(A. 2)

then

Pn (5)Pk (<S) = 1 / 2  1/ 2 (f ™ 1)b 5ntk-2r-2s
n K r=0 s=0 s

where n + k ^ 2r - 2s, the exponent of 6, is always 
even. Now it is seen that

r+1 Pk (6)P (6)d6 1/2(n-1) 1/2(s-1) r+1 5n+k-2r-2s
127727172-1 (n0-6 ) r=0 s=0

Letting p = (n + k - 2r - 2s)/2, and

IP
+k 62pd 6
-1 (riQ-S2)1/2

it is seen (from tables of integrals) that

=» ■ t

‘"o - » i/2l
(A. 3)
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Thus the exact solution for axial incidence, prolate 
coordinates is

n,k 2 ^ 1/2 r 11r=0 s=0

p = (n - k - 2r-2s)/2 (A. 4 )

The solution for a , in oblate spheroidal co-n ̂ jc
ordinates, which is

2k+l
n,k

+1 Pn (S)Pk (6)d6
-1 ( n ^ 62)1/2

is identical to (A.4) except that now

P 2 ^ [(-n20>PlO9!| lI =

+ /T1o + ^  J!^ i -!-l-no)P~j22j] (A. 5)

For transverse incidence, the following must be 
evaluated:

n,k
2k+l (k-l)i 
2 (k+1)!

+1 pl(8)pl(6)dg
-1 (Dq+S^)1/2

(prolate/oblate coordinates) . From the theory of Legendre 
polynomials, it is seen that
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P^(6) = (1 - 6)1/2 ^ P n (6), 6 < 1

so that

Pi (6)Pk = {1 " <S2)Pn (6)Pk (6).

Differentiating (A.1) and (A„2) yields

pn (5>pi<5>

U  - e2,172? - 11 1/2 r ^ n  - 2r „ k - 2s)arbs5n+K-2r-2s-2 
r=0 s=0 r s.

pi (s)pk (s'

= Z 1/2 I1’11 1/2 ? " 1> (-1)1 (n - 2r) (k - 2s>arbsSn+l£-2r-2s-2-21. 
i=0 r=0 s=0

So the exact solution for transverse incidence is

2k+l (k-i) ! ^ 1/2 jn_1) l/2
n »k 2 (k+l) ! > 0 ^ 0 s=0

(-1) (n - 2r) (k - 2s)arbslp
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where p = (n + k - 2r - 2s - 2 - 2i)/2, and where 
is as defined above for prolate and oblate spheroidal 
coordinates.



APPENDIX B

NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS

The numerical evaluation of Legendre Functions of 
the First and Second type is most easily accomplished on the 
computer using recursion relations. That is, we define the 
Function of the (n + 1 ) ^  degree or order in terms of the 
functions of the n***1 and (n - 1)^  degree or order.
Thus we only need explicit definitions for the first two
Legendre Functions. The first two Legendre Functions of
the First Kind are defined as

n B (z) Q ( z )n n
0 i 2lo^ S
1 z zQ1 (z) - 1.

These are defined for complex z , such that 
| z | > 1. Then for n >_ 2

Kn+1 (z)
z (2n+l)K (z)-nK . (z) n n-±

n+l (B.l)

These recurrence relations (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980) 
hold for both types of the Legendre Functions, so Kn 
represents either P^ or
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The derivative of a Legendre Function of degree n 

and order m is given by

i K lz) - — r — IznK“ (z) - (n + .
{Z — 1 )

(B.2)

Since the Legendre Function of order one is defined as

K> > (z'2:i)l/i[ZnKn (z) - nKn -llz)1- (B. 3)

Now the recurrence formula (B.2) can be reapplied to obtain
the derivatives -5- of the K^, except for the first onedz n .

(z) , which must be calculated analytically. Noting that 
p J = (z2 - 1)1/2, then

and

Qj(z) v(a2-l)1/2
z + <z2-1)1/2l o g ^ .z z-1

and finally

” , 2 * . ,  3 / 2  + , 2 . ,l/2tQl (z) “ 1]( z - 1) (z -1)
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From the description of the general matrix solution

developed in the main body of this paper (equation (3.6)),
„1it is seen that for a given

d p d pldiV di"Pn' On' &
d
d ^ n '  d ^ n '

, the values of 
d _1

•n'
for n = 1, 2, --N

will be required. For Legendre Functions of the first Kind
(P 1s), the most efficient mothod is to generate a table P ,n , —

P = [PiyPa, ..., PN1

using the forward recursion relation (B.l). From this table,
all the necessary P^, ~ P  , and -^P^ can be calculatedn  q z  n  q z  n
using (B.2) and (B.3). The generation of the table is a 
very precise numerical process since P^(z) grows as n 
increases? therefore, the accumulation of roundoff error 
is suppressed in the forward recursion process.

For Legendre Functions of the Second Kind (Q^’s) 
however, (z) decreases as n increases? this leads to 
very rapid growth of roundoff error in the forward re
cursion process. Thus, "backward recursion" must be used 
to generate the table Q^l (Nabighian, 1983).
The formula for backward recursion of Legendre Functions is 
easily derived as

Qn (z)
(2n + 3) z .Qn+1. (z.)(.n+.2.) .Qn.+2. (z)

n+1 (B.4)
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Suppose we are interested in generating Q2^

..., Q250 We proceed by arbitrarily setting Q^q = 0, and 
Q4g = a, where a is,some small, non-zero value within 
several orders of magnitude of the true value of Q4 g (z)„ 
Now Q48, Q47, Q q are generated using (B.4)„ These
values must be normalized by the true value of Qg(z) to 
yield the correct values

£Q0'Q1' Q25]
Q 0 (z)
Q0(z)

tQ0rQi» • f Q25]

The error in arbitrarily guessing the value of Qg^ 
and Q49 is diminished- as n -» 0, since the numerical 
value of iQ (z)| is much less than |Qq (z )|, z > 1„ The 
first M term§ (in this case Q^ q , Q49? ••»» Qgg) in which 
the error may still be of significant proportion are dis
carded, and it is assumed that Q25f £*24' • • • •  Q q are
accurate. For the calculations in this paper, a was taken 

-22as 10 which produced accurate results.



APPENDIX C

COMPUTER PROGRAM

A aomputer program is listed which will calculate 
the effective axial and transverse conductivities for a 
particular set of model parameters. The program is written 
in FORTRAN 5 (equivalent to FORTRAN 77) utilizing block IF 
structures. All programs were executed on the University 
of Arizona CYBER 175 computer in single precision mode (ap
proximately 14 decimal digits precision). The program as
sumes a spherical reference volume (LE=LET=l/3) and 
perfectly conductive loading particles.

A highly detailed documentation and flowchart are 
not provided as this is not the purpose of this paper. 
However, all subroutines are referenced to the specific 
equations in the text that they represent.

In general, the first part of the program (lines 
1-216) incorporates the ideas in Chapter 4 of the text, and 
the second part (lines 217-981) represents Chapter 3. In 
particular, the AXINT set of subroutines (lines 375-572) 
implement Appendix A, and the QINITIA set of subroutines 
(lines 580-860) implement Appendix B. Subroutine GAUSS 
solves a complex, linear system of equations, and any
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similar, standard subroutine, such as an IMSL of MATHLIB 
version, could be used in its place.



Computer Program

t o e • C00030 C00040 c00050 c00060 c00070 c00080 c00090 c00100 c00110 c00120 c00130 c00140 c
00150 c00160 c881180019000200
8811800230002400025000260 c00270 c00280 c
88188 c
00310 c00320 c00330 c00340 c003500036000370

c
00380 c00390 c00400 c00410 c004200043000440

c
00450 c00460 c00470 c00480 c0049000500 c
00510 c00520 c00530 c00540 c00550 c00560 c

SUBROUTINE CONDUC(ECCE,A,S.IG,V,Z,EA,ET)
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE COMPLEX EFFECTIVE RES ISTIVITIES (AXIAL AND TRANSVERSE) OF A MEDIUM LOADED

U-HED*
V=THE VOLUME LOADING SIG=THE BACKGROUND MEDIUM CONDUCTIVITY*ECCE=THE SPHEROIDICITY OF THE LOADING PARTICLES*A=PARTICLE MINOR AXISZ=SURFACE COATING IMPEDANCE(COMPLEX)EA=AXIAL EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY(COMPLEX)ET=TRANSVERSE EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITYi COMPLEX)

\ m m  m L^ ) (PfD’E)COMMON /PAR/ LEpBMOMO COMMON /PART/ LET?DMOMOT
cco ° ™  ' A k f r i f i r ™  'REAL ECCECOMPLEX FMOM,BIGMOM,Z,FALIG,FTRANSEXTERNAL FALIG?FTRANS

PO=A/(SIG%Z)
NEXT? THE NORMALIZED DIPOLE MOMENTS ARE CALCULATED BY CALLING BIGMOM* A 4 BY 4 SYSTEM IS SOLVED*
DMOMO=BIGMOM((ECCE*$2-l)*PO?ECCE?l?4)DMOMOT=BIGMOM((ECCE#2-l)$PO?ECCE?2?4)

LE AND LET ARE THE AXIAL AND TRANSVERSE DEPOLARIZATION FACTORS OF THE REFERENCE SPHEROID*
LE=»33333 LET=*33333

DEPOL IS CALLED TO CALCULATE THE DEPOLARIZATION FACTORS OF THE SPHEROIDAL PARTICLE*
CALL DEPOL(ECCE)

THE CALL TO RUNGE IS MADE TO INCREMENTALLY CALCULATE THE EFFECTIVE COMPLEX CONDUCTIVITIES*



00570 00580 00590 C CALL RUNGE(0‘’V y118 r FTRAN5^ET?0)
00600 00610 00620 C 00630 C 00640 C 00650 C- 00660 C

RETURNEND

00670 C--00680 00690 C 00700 C
COMPLEX FUNCTION FALIG(VrECONX-

00710 C 00720 C
88538 8
00750 C

THIS IS TJ3E DEFINITION OF THE FUNCTION DESCRIBING THE DERIVATIVE OF THE EFFECTIVE AXIAL CONDUCTIVITY WITH RESPECT TO THE VOLUME LOADING,(EQ, 4,13)
00760
00770
00780
00790
00800

IMPLICIT COMPLEX (P,B?E) COMMON /PAR/ LE?DMGMO COMPLEX FMOM COMMON /ALSO/SIGyPO REAL LE88818 e00830 P=PO*SIG/ECON DMOM=FMOM<DMOMO7PO»P?1)00840 C 00850 C 00860 
00870 C FALIG=3$DM0M:MLE3KEC0N-(LE-1)%SIG)#2/(SIG*<1-V>)
00880 00890 00900 C 00910 C

RETURNEND

00920 C 00930 C 00940 . C 00950 C-—00960 COMPLEX FUNCTION FTRANS(V,ECON)88158 E00990 C 01000 C 01010 C 01020 C

THIS IS THE ANALOGUE OF FALIG FOR THE TRANSVERSE EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY♦(EQ* 4*14)

01030 01040 01050 01060 01070 01080 C

IMPLICIT COMPLEX (P,D,E) COMMON /PART/ LET ?DHQMOT COMMON /ALSO/ SIG,PO COMPLEX FMOM REAL LET

oiioEOHIO c 
01120 C

P-PO&SIG/ECON DMOM=FMOM(DMOMOTy PO»P t 2)

01130 01140 C FTRANS=3$DM0M$(LET*ECON-(LET-1> #SIG > #*2/< SIG*(1-V)>
0115001160
81118 E01190 C 01200 C

RETURNEND

81518 c-~01230 . C SUBROUTINE RUNGE(AyB?ALF?F?W?ITEST)
01240 C 01250 C 01260 C 01270 C 01280 C

THIS ROUTINE SOLVES THE INITIAL VALUE'PROBLEM USING THE RUN6A-KUTTA ALGORITHM*(REF: BURDEN?FAIRES?AND REYNOLDS,1981, NUMERICALANALYSIS: BOSTON, PRINBLE,WEBER,AND SCHMIDT, P* 205*)



01290 C 01300 C 01310 C F=NAHE OF A PASSED FUNCTION TO BE INTEGRATED,
01320 01330 01340 01350 C

IMPLICIT COMPLEX <K> COMPLEX W,F REAL H
01360 01370 01380 01390 C 01400 C

T~h
H=?005

S11I801430 C RE=AMODUB-A^H)
01440 2 BO 1 J=1,N
01450 C 
01460 
01470 
01480
01500 C

K1=H#(T,W)
K2=H^F(TrH/2yW+Kl/2) 
K3=H$F(T+H/2,WiK2/2) 
K4=H$F(T+H,W+K3)

0151001520 W=W+(K142^K2+2$K3+K4)/6T=AfJ^H
01530 C 01540 1 
01550 C CONTINUE
01560 C - 01570 01580 
01590 C 
01600 C
01620 C01630 C---01640 C

RETURN " END

01650. 
01660 C 01670 C

COMPLEX FUNCTION FMOM(DMOMO,PO,P,ITEST)

01680 C 01690 C 
01700 C 01710 C

FMOM APPROXIMATES THE VALUE OF THE NORMALIZED DIPOLE MOMENT IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE POINT PO,(EQ, 4,19)01720 C
§B34

01770

L?LTCOMPLEX DMOMO,PO,P,C 
REAL L,LT,LH

01780 01790 01800 01810 01820 01830 
01840 C

LH=LIF(ITEST+EQ,2)LH=LT
C=(1-(LH-1)$3*DM0M0)/(1-LH##M0M0>C=l/CFH.0M=LH+1/(P/(P0#C)-1)FM0M=1/(3^FM0M)

01850 
01860 01870 C 01880. C 01890 C 01900 C 01910 C— —01920 C

|E7UR»

01930 01940 C SUBROUTINE DEPOL(ECCE)
01950 C 01960 C
m u  e01990 C 02000 C

DEPOL RETURNS THE AXIAL(L) AND TRANSVERSE(LT) DEPOLARIZATION FACTORS FOR A PARTICLE OF SPHEROIDICITY ECCE,(EQ, 4.1 AND FOLLOWING)



ill02040
§ E s0207002080
m u
02110
02120

i i

i i

ii8111802270.022808118802310023208111802350

11II0243002440813180247002480

02510025208111802550

i
0263002640m026700268081188-0271002720

w w z L?LTREAL L,LTIF(ECCE»GT*lt)THEN
ELSE IF<ECCEiLT. 1 . ) THEN 

E=ECCE/SQRT(1-ECCE**2>

L= *3333333 
ENDIF

i ™ u/2c

I
e

I ---------------- ---------- -—
c c
lc c
c

!E
Ic c

ALL THE SUBROUTINES THAT FOLLOW ARE UNDER THE CONTROL OF BIGMOM AND HAVE TO DO WITH CALCULATING THE DIPOLE MOMENT OF A CONDUCTIVE PARTICLE♦

COMPLEX FUNCTION BTGMOM(ODELT,QECCE,NTEST2,N)

MOMENT OF A CONDUCTIVE PAR-

Cccc
c

BELT IS THE VALUE OF THE IMPEDANCE COATING PARAMETER *N = THE SIZE OF THE LINEAR SYSTEM TO BE SOLVED ECCE = THE PARTICLE SPHEROIDICITY 8161=1234* INFORMS THIS ROUTINE THAT THE PARTICLE IS OF INFINITE CONDUCTIVITY*
SWITCHES:ITEST1=1 IMPLIES A PROLATE SPHEROIDAL PARTICLE
iTEST2=l IMPLIES AN AXIAL^INCIDENpFIELD^ ITEST2=2 IMPLIES A TRANVERSE INCIDENT FIELD

COMMON /FLAG/ ITEST1?ITEST2 COMMON /NEW/ ECCE*BELT REAL IHCOMPLEX BCOEF(12)?DELT ?AM?QDELT

DELT=QDELTECCE=QECCE
IF(ECCE»6T*1»)ITEST1=1 IF(ECCE*LT♦1 *)ITEST1=0 NHIGH=2$N-1
5161=12344FIT=((AB5(ECCE#*2-1)> #*(1♦5 >)/(ECCE#3)
CEQ* 3*8)
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0273002740 C
027500276002770

C

02780 C02790 C0280002810 C
02820 c028300284002850

c
02860 . c02870 c02880 c02890 c0290002910 c -
02920 c02930 c02940 c02950 c02960 c02970 c02980 c02990 c03000 ccU3020 c03030 c03040 c03050 c03060 c03070 c0308003090031000311003120

c

03130 c03140 c03150- c03160 c03170 c0318003190 c
03200 c03210 c03220 c03230 c032400325003260

c
03270 c03280 c03290 c03300 c03310 c033200333003340033500336003370

c

033800339003400
M ill c
03430 c

CALL BINI7IA(BCOEF? 3161?NHI3H)
AM=BC0EF(1)$FITIF(ITEST2*EQ»2)AM=-2*AM
(EQ+ 3*9)
BIGMOM=AM

RETURNEND

SUBROUTINE BINITIACBCOEF?SIOipNHIGH)

THIS FUNCTION SETS UP AND SOLVES THE LINEAR SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS NECESSARY TO CALCULATE THE DIPOLE MOMENT OF A CONDUCTIVE PARTICLE*(EG*+3*6)
SIG1-GRAIN CONDUCTIVITYSIG1=1234* INDICATES INFINITE GRAIN CONDUCTIVITY*

ITEST1=1 INDICATES PROLATE COORD ITEST1=0 INDICATES OBLATE COORD

ITEST2=2 INDICATES TRANSVERSE^INCIDENCE

COMMON /FLAG/ ITEST1?ITEST2 COMMON /NEW/ ECCE?DELICOMPLEX ZyXLAM?BCOEF(12)yAMAT(12?12)?DELT N=(NHIGH+l)/2

XNO IS THE SPHEROIDAL RADIAL COORDINATE* 
XN0=1/SQRT(ABS(1-1/ECCE#2))

THE FOLLOWING TWO CALLS INITIALIZE AND STORE IN COMMON BLOCK ARRAYS OF LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS*

DO 1 J=lyNHIGH,2-
IJ=(J+l)/2AMAT(IJiN+l)=AXINT(1»J»XNO)#DPN(i)XF<J♦EQ +1) THENAM AT ( IJ f N+i > =AMAT (I J?N+i )-PN( J) WELTIF (SIGi *NE * 1234 +) AMAT (IJ ? N+l) =AMAT (IJ y Nri) +P.N (J) $DELT/ (3IG1l/SIB)ENDIF
DO 2 K=1,NHIGH,2



0344003450034600347003480
03500035100352003530 C03540 203550 C03560 103570 C0358003590 c
03600 c
s m03630

c
03640 c03650 c03660 c03670 c03680 c—03690 c03700 c03710 c03720 c03730 c0374003750 c
03760 c03770 c03780 c03790 c03800 c03810 c03820 c03830 c03840 c03850 c03860 c03870 c03880 c03890 c03900 c03910 c03920 c03930 c03940 c03950 c039600397003980039900400004010

c

040200403004040
c

04050 cc04060 c04070040800409004100
c

0411004120 c
041300414004150

c

IK=(Kt1}/2A H A T (I J , I K ) = D Q N C K )* A X I N T ( K ? J j XHO) iFm J*LQ*IK; THu4AHAT(IJ yIK)=AMAT(IJ,IK)-QN(K)&DELT IF(SIG1*NE*1234 4)THEN
./<«raij)$i61T6iHi^!"6to'r<!J’IKH5,55rau,4roi,iJ,“ ELTENDIF END IF

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

CALL GAUSS(N,AMAT,BCOEF,IER)

RETURNEND

FUNCTION AXINT(SyQyNO)

6rxci”El,Tl«Li B Eu5n5HEl im  M , W 8 f  ssrF-DECOB ARE ALL UNDER THE CONTROL OF THIS ROUTINE» (APPENDIX A)

S,Q ARE THE ORDERS OF THE LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS TO BE INTEGRATED,
ITEST1' INDICATES WHETHER THE INTEGRATION IS TO DONE FOR OBLATE OR PROLATE SPHEROIDAL COORDINATED,

mV* m m  siewf,*
ITEST2=1 INDICATES AXIAL INCIDENCE♦ ITEST2=2 INDICATES TRANSVERSE INCIDENCE *

i#ET»[CEN$ S’“DATA Pl(l?l)/1 »/?Fia?2)/-l*/?F'l(2?i)/0,/yPl (2?2)/2»/
HS=(S-i)/2+l MQ=(Q-l)/2+l

IF(ITEST2*EQ*1) THEN

m .  ti8ISii:fSi
ELSE -
CALL BLEGEN(S?PS> CALL DLEGEN(QyPO)



041600417004180041900420004210042200423004240
n m0427004280042900430004310043200433004340
oiiio811180439004400
8«i8044300444004450044600447004480044900450004510045200453004540045500456004570045800459004600
i m04630046400465004660046700468004690047000471004720047300474004750'04760
047800479004800

04830 04840 04850 0486 0 04370

C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C

CC

cccc-

ccc
c
G
C1
cccc-c
ccc
c
c
c

c1c

END IF 
AXINT=0♦0 
DO 7 1=1?ITEST2 
DO 1 J=1,MS 
DO 2 K=1,MQ
COEF=PS(l,J))KPQ(l,K)jKPl(l,L)EXP=PS(2f J>+PQ<2fK)+PK2fL)
IF(ITEST1#EQ*0)AXINT=AXINT4C0EF$DEC0B(EXP?N0) IF(ITEST1,EQ*1)AXINT=AXINT+C0EF*DECPR0(EXP,N0)
CONTINUE

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

AXINT=AXTNT$(2f0$Q-Hf0)/2*0AXINT=AXINT%FACT(Q-ITEST2+1)/FACT(Q+ITEST2-1)
RETURNEND

FUNCTION FACT(N) - 
FACTORIAL N 
FACT=1»0
DO 1 J=1? N
FACT=FACT$REAL(J)

returnueEND

SUBROUTINE LEGEN(N,VEC) 
(EQ* A-l)

',EC,2’12i
M=(N-l)/2 
DO 1 R=0,M
VEC(2,(R41))=REAL(N-(2#R))
OEC(l7k?i)!=DUH/C2l!NiFAB(R)^FACT(N-R)$FACT(N-2$R))
CONTINUE
RETURNEND



04880048900490004910049200493004940049500496004970049300499005000838i8050300504005050050600507005080
88!?8051100512081138051500516005170051800519005200
m i052300524005250052600527005280052900530005310
0532005330053400535005360
053800539005400
803%%05430054400545005460
0547005480

.055100552005530055400555005560055700558005590

C

C-C
CCC
C

C
C

c1c
c
cc
c -c
ccc
c

c
c

c

c
c
sC'c
ccc

FUNCTION DECOB<EXFjA)
(EQ* A-5)
INTEGER R
H=INT(EXP)/2DUM2=0*0RAD=SQRT(1+A#*2>DECOB=ALQG<(RAD+1♦)/(RAD-1»)> DEC0B=nEC0B«(-(A#*2)>#'#H
DO 1 R=1?M
DUM=2*0#(2$R)BUM=BUM»<-(Am) )#(M-R)

CONTINUE
BEC0B=BEC0B+RAB"$DUN2™BECOB=(BECOB3|tFACT(2#H) )/C (FACT(M)*#2)#'(2*iK(2#N)))
RETURNEND

FUNCTION DECPRO(EXP,A)
(EQ* A-3)
INTEGER R
M=INT(EXP)/2 BUK2=0 *0DECPR0=((Â »(2*M))/(2#(2%M)))$ASIN(1*/ABS(A))
BOTR=r7H"“ ’“ ~”
■BUM=A**(2#N-2»R)BUM=BUM#FACT(R)#FACT(R-l)BUH=BUii/a i m 2*M-2*R) >*2#FACT(2$R)) BUM2=DUM2+BUM
CONTINUE
BECP"RO=BECPRO”S5rt77a**2 ) -1»0) *BUM2 BECPR0s(BECPR0#2*FAC'T(2*M.))/(FACT(M>»#2)
RETURNEND

SUBROUTINE BLEGENCN?VEC) 
(DERIVATIVE OF EQ* A-l)

i w a  “ECI2’12>
c
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05600056100562005630056400565005660056700568005690057000571005720057300574005750057600577005780057900580083128058300584005850058600587005880058900590005910059200593005940059500596005970059800599006000

060300604006050060600607006080060900610006110061200613006140061500616006170061800619006200
062200623006240062500626006270062800629006300

M=(N-l)/2C DO 1 R=0,M C
VEC(2i<R+1)>*REAL<-1+N-(2#R)>
VEC( 1 y (R?iTfR^FACT(N-R)JKFACT(N* "2$R)) C1 CONTINUEC RETURNENDC

1c
IEc c
gc c c
cccccc.cc

cc

c

M MSTORAGE BLOCKS SUB AND SUB1 ARE USED TO PASS NECESSARY INFORMATION BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN THE ROUTINES,

SUBROUTINE QINITIA(NHIGH,Y)
9INITIA FILLS AN ARRAYCHOLD) WITH THE VALUES OF
IFHSTr S E!ifl"8RFETFHUENCFT.IRl f 2?F0T»5IRK COra
FscpS S xr1 F bsi™  16 USE6'

COMPLEX Z?HOLD(25) ?'A,RECUR COMMON /FLAG/ ITEST1?ITEST2
W D s d i F 'AC0T(Y)=3*141592654/2,-ATAN(Y)

IF(XTESTi♦EG,0) THEN
. Z=CMPLX(0*»Y)A=CMPLX(0»?“ACOT(Y))
ELBE
Z=YANALOG((Y+l♦)/<Y-l,))/2« 0 

END IF

HOLD (2.5 )=0»H0LD(24)=l,E-22 DO 13 J=0,22 N=2d-JHOLD(N) =RECUR(HOLIKMl) tHOLD(H+2) tN422) CONTINUE

DO 14 J=0 ? 22 N=23-J
HOLD (N) =RECUR (HOLD (Ml) r HOLD (M 2 ) ? N-l) CONTINUE



063100632006330063400635006360
m u0639006400
n m064300644006450064600647006480064900650006510065200653006540065500656006570065800659006600066100662006630066400665006660
0667006680066900670006710067200673006740067500676006770067800679006800
ffio00683006840068500686006870068800689006900069100692006930069400695006960
069800699007000
£ ^ 80703007040

C
rc
cccc
ccc

c
c
c
c

cc-cc
ccccccc

c
c

c
c
c

c
c

DO 15 J=l,25HOLD<26-J)-HOLD(26-J)#A/HOLD(1>CONTINUERETURNEND

FUNCTION QN(NDEG)
.ON RETURNS THE VALUE OF THE LEGENDRE FUNCTION OF THE SECOND KIND *

NDEG=ORDER OF Q(Z) DESIRED*ITEST2=1 INDICATES Q(Z) OF DEGREE 0?
2 INDICATES Q(Z) OF DEGREE 1*

CONHON^/FLAGpITES COMMON /SUB/ ZpHOLD SAVE /SUB/
iFTIreiiSTiiTinSifi
QN=-(-l)«ITESTl#HOLD(NDEG+i)

ELSE
A=DZQ (0, NDEG, Z,HOLD (NDEG+l), HOLD (NBEG >) :tCSQRT (Z#2-1 *) QN=-(-1) ITEST UREAL (A)

END IF RETURN END

FUNCTION DON(NDEG)
DZO RETURNS THE VALUE OF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE LEGENDRE FUNCTION OF THE SECOND.KIND *

NDEG=ORDER OF D/DZ Q(Z5 DESIRED* ITEST2=DEGREE OF D/DZ Q(Z) DESIRED*
COMPLEX HOLD(25)?Z?AyB?CyDZQ COMMON /FLAG/ ITEST1?ITEST2 COMMON /SUB/ Z,HOLD SAVE /SUB/
IF(ITEST2*EQ*1) THEN
A=DZQ(0? NDEG? Z? HOLD(NDEGil),HOLD(NDEG)) IF(ITEST1*EQ*1)DQN=REAL(A)IF(ITEST1*EQ*0)DQN=AIMAG(A)

ELSE
IF(NBEG.EQ*1) THEN
A=(Z#2/(Z»*2“l)fH0LD(2)-l)/CSQRT(Z%$2-l)IF(ITEST1*EQ*1) DQN=REAL(A)IF(ITEST1*E0*0) DQN=AIMAG(A)
ELSE
C=CSQRT(Z#2“1U...A=C%DZQ(0?NDEG?Z?HOLD(NDEG+1)?HOLD(NDEG)) g=C#ZQ (OiNDEG-l,Z, HOLD (NDEG), HOLD(NDEG“D) A=DZQ(1,NDEG,Z ? A ? iO IF(ITEST1*EQ♦i) DQN=REAL(A)IF(ITEST1 *EQ*0) DQN=:AIMA6( A)
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END IF
END IF
RETURNEND

COMPLEX FUNCTION DZQ(N,M,Z,QM,QO)
THIS IS THE RECURSIVE DEFINITION OF THE DERIVATIVE OF A LEGENDRE FUNCTION*(EQ* B-2)

COMPLEX ZyQMVQO
DZQ=(M$Z$QM-(M+N)$Q0)/(Z*#2-1 *)

SUBROUTINE PINITIA(NHTGH,Y)

USED*(APPENDIX B)
NHIGH=THE MAXIMUM ORDER P THAT WILL BE NEEDED *

COMPLEX ZpHOLD(25)?A COMMON /FLAG/ ITEST1?ITEST2 COMMON /SUB1/ ZpHOLD SAVE /SUBI/

IF(ITESTi*EQ*0)Z=CMPLX(0* ?Y)IF(ITEST1 * EQ * 1)Z-Y
HOLD(1)=1 *H0LD(2)=Z
no i j ~2pNh i g h
H0LD(Jfl)=Z$2$H0LD(J)-H0LD(J-l)-'(Z$H0LD(J)-H0LD(J-l))/J

CONTINUERETURNEND

FUNCTION PN(NDEG)
PN IS ANALOGOUS TO SUBROUTINE QN»
COMPLEX HOLD(25)?Z?A?DZQ COMMON /FLAG/ ITEST1?ITEST2 COMMON /SUBI/ Z?HOLD SAVE /SUBI/
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IF(ITEST2,EQ,1) THEN 
A=H0LD(NDEGH>

ELSE
A=DZQ (0, NBEG, Z,HOLD (NDEGf 1), HOLD (NDEG)) $CSORT (Z#2-1») 

END IF
IF(ITEST1 * EQ*1)THEN r.t PN=REAL(A)ELSEPN=AIMAG(A)
P -

FUNCTION DPN(NDEG)

'0N ™  LE6™ BE

COMMON /SUB17 ZfHOLD 
SAVE /SUB1/
IF(ITEST2»EQ♦1) THEN
A=DZQ(0?NDEG,ZyHOLD(NDEGfl)? HOLD(NDEG)> DPN=REAL(A)

ELSE
IF(NDEG*EQ*1) THEN
A=(1*/CSQRT(Ẑ 2̂“i>))ZZ DPN=REAL(A)

ELSE
C=CSQRT(Z*«2-1»)A=C$DZO(0,NDEG,Z,HOLB(NDEG+1)yHOLD(NDEG)) B«C*DZQ(0?NDEG-1?Z y HOLD(NDEG)? HOLD(NDEG-1)) A=DZQ(1yNBEG?Z?A?B)DPN=REAL(A)

END IF
END IF
RETURN
END

COMPLEX FUNCTION RECUR(NPlyNP2,N)
M S  fi DLiFGiNNiSIE0fUaFCT58Ss“ C“ #RB
(EQ+ B-4)

COMPLEX NP1?NP2?Z?H0LD(25) 
COMMON /SUB/ ZfHOLD 
SAVE /SUB/
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RECUR*((2#N+3)%Z*NPl-(N+2)*NP2)/(N+l)

RETURNEND

SUBROUTINE GAUSS(N,A,XX,IER)

COMPLEX A(15,16),S(15),M(15,16),DUM1,DUM2,XX(15) INTEGER PDIMENSION NROW(15)

SOLUTION OF A LINEAR SYSTEM USING GAUSSION ELIMINATION WITH SCALED COLUMN PIVOTING, THE PROGRAM WORKS IN COMPLEX ARITHMETIC*

(■REF: BURDEN,FAIRES,AND REYNOLDS, 1981, NUMERICALANALYSIS: BOSTON, PRINDLE,WEBER,AND SCHMIDT, P, 293)

SOLVE FOR X USING GAUSSIAN PIVOTING 
DO 1 1=1,N 

S(I)=0,
DO 2 J=1,N

IF(CABS(A(I,J))»GT»CABS(3(I))) S(I)=A(I,J) 
CONTINUE
IF(0,tEQ,CABS(S(I>))THEN

WRITE(6,$)'#NO UNIQUE SOLUTION EXISTS,#*(irIER=99RETURN
END IF
NROW(I)=I

CONTINUE
DO 3 1=1,(N-l)

DUM=0,
DO 4 J=1,N

Y=CABS(A(NROU(J)?I))/CABS(S(NROW(J)))
IF(Y,GT,DUM)THEN

P=JDUM=Y
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ENDIF
CONTINUE
IF (CABS (A (NROU (F;) ? I))»EQ»0> ) THEN

WRITE(6,$)'#NO UNIQUE SOLUTION EXISTS.IER=99RETURN
ENDIF
IF(NROW(X) ♦N-'E*NROW(P) >then

NCOPY-NROW(I)NROW(I)=NROW(P)NROW(P)=NCOPY
ENDIF
DO 5 J=( H I ) ?N

M(NROW(J)yI)=A(NROW(J)?I)/A(NROW(I)?I)
DO 6 K=l?(Nil)

A(NROW(J)»K>=A(NROW(J)fK)-M(NROW(J)»I)#A<NROW(I)j'K) 
CONTINUE 

tONTINUE 
CONTINUE
IF(CABS(A(NROW(N ),N )).E Q .0.)THEN

WRITE(6,*)'#NQ UNIQUE SOLUTION EXISTS#»(3)'IER=99RETURN
ENDIF
XX(N)=A(NROW(N)?N+l)/A(NRO«(N)»N)
DO 7 K=i,(N-l)

I=N-KDUH1=(0.?0»)
KDUM=IilDO 8 J=KHUH?N

DUMl=DUMliA(NROW(I),J)$XX(J)
CONTINUE
XX(I) = (A(NROW(I)y Nil)-DUHi)/A(NROU(I)?I)

CONTINUERETURNEND
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